
 

 

 

Need Light in A Tight Spot? That’s No Problem 

For the New Vision X Lighting Pro Pod 

Powerful 2 Watt Universal Flood for Dozens of Applications 

 

May 9th – Algona, WA – Vision X Lighting announces the availability of the new range 
of high performance pod lighting with the Pro Pod. It can be used in a number of 
different places, like your UTV, RV, or rock crawler. Light your work bench, engine 
compartment, closet, or any other area you need high light output in a small area. 

The Pro Pod uses 2 Watts of power while emitting 128 effective lumens. This LED pod 
only draws 0.17 amps of power and the LED life span is an outstanding 30,000 hours. 
Boasting an IP-68 rating, the Pro Pod is the most durable LED pod on the market; this is 
made possible by its impact resistant PC lens, and die cast aluminum base.  Using a 
four pin bolting system and weatherproof design the Pro Pod can be used in a number 



of applications. The frosted lens also spreads the light output evenly to eliminate any 
and all hot spots. The Pro Pod also comes with a 10’ cord with a simple 2 wire install. 
Only weighing 0.2 lbs and 1.76” in diameter, the Pro Pod is the ultimate lighting solution 
for dozens of applications. 

 

Summary of Features 

- 10’ Cord With Simple 2 Wire Install 
- Ability to Fit Virtually Anywhere 
- IP-68 Weatherproof Housing 
- 30,000 Hour LED Lifespan 
- Impact Resistant PC Lens 
- High Volume Light Output 
- 0.17 Amp Draw 

Pricing 

XIL-PDW are available white at $35 Jobber. A flashing style of pod and color options for 
the Pro Pod will be coming soon!  

About Vision X Lighting: 
Vision X Lighting, located in Seattle, Washington, was established in 1997 with the mission 
to revolutionize the lighting industry. Since that time, Vision X Lighting has created one of 
the largest premium lighting offerings in the world with hundreds of products and 
applications. The military, border patrol, and even NASA have trusted Vision X Lighting on 
vehicles that cannot work with second best. Vision X Lighting has lead the lighting industry 
growing 759% in the past 3 years which placed them on the 2012 INC 5000 list at 503, 10th 
overall in manufacturing and 10th in the Seattle Washington area. Vision X Lighting's 
commitment to its customers, dealers and product is unsurpassed. www.visionxusa.com 
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